
Total Perfection!
To say this was a trip of a lifetime would be an understatement. From your smiles each day to the 
amazing drink, snack and meals - all total perfection!

Life has been good to us to let us take this trip with you, but luck also played it's hand at putting us on 
"Reach".

Guest Comments
Amazing Pair!

Gino and Nikita

We can't thank you enough for an amazing week! This was our first charter and you truly made it exceptional! You are an 
amazing pair that works so well together and we instantly felt like family with you.

You have set the bar high and there is no way I would consider a charter with any other couple Hospitality and Kindness

The BVI's may be our new favorite vacation spot. Loved being able to slow down for a week and hit different spots daily. 
The absolute best part was the hospitality, kindness and energy of Gino and Nikita. You two work together like a well oiled 
machine and are such a pleasure to spend time with. You may be the only 20 year old I know who has sailed the Atlantic 
(though tough go on 3rd place THANK YOU for being so kind and for allowing us to chill with you for a week.

We will see you again soon. 

Wonderful Hosts
We cannot say enough about how incredible our week with you has been, Every location you took us to and every meal was 
perfect, You have both been wonderful hosts and ensured we all had the time of our lives.
Emily and I absolutely plan to sail with you again.

We wish you both all the best.

Their Warmth, Energy and Knowledge Made Every Part Enjoyable
The memories our family made this week aboard Aquanimity with Captain Gino and Chef Nikita will last us a lifetime. This 
crews warmth, energy and knowledge made every part of our trip interesting and so enjoyable.
As parents of young kids aboard, Gino and Nikita's skill and professionalism instantly put us at ease, and they are a joy to know 
and so much fun to be around.
They make the best of every situation and their adaptability ensures a great time no matter what you are doing.
It is hard to think of highlights on a trip this great, but for us, the under-the-radar spots mights have to be the favorites (like 
secret shipwrecks!), as well as the Indians, Soggy Dollar Beach and Nikita's beautiful breakfasts.
We can't wait to tell our friends and family what a wonderful time we had this week in Gino and Nikita's capable hands.

Our kids ages were Jane (8) and Jack (6)

Gino and Nikita Were Incredible!
Probably the best vacation I have ever been on. Gino and Nikita were incredible. So much fun to be around.
Gino on top of everything nautical detail. Nikita the consummate chef.

I wish they were my kids. The best trip!!

This Trip Covered It All
Words alone cannot even begin to describe our week on Aquanimity! Captain Gino at such a young age has experience WAY 
beyond his years. He is so very knowledgeable he makes you feel safe and secure in all he does. He's also a wonderful helper to 
first mate Nikita.

Nikita, what can I say about this delightful first mate/chef.
Her meals are beyond incredible starting with very tasty appetizers, continuing with scrumptious entrees, finishing off with 
delicious desserts + snacks in between.

Both Gino and Nikita are such a joy to be with, you want to make them part of your family. All our stops sailing throughout the 
BVI were such incredible experiences we couldn't wait to see what the next day would bring.

We shared this whole experience with such great friends and our crew have become new friends. It's not WHERE you go in life, 
it's WHO you go with his trip covered it all! Until next time......
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OMG!!!
OMG!!! What an awesome vacation!!!
Can't believe how awesome our crew was!!!
Can't say enough!!!

Gino was so amazing as a captain I would recommend this crew and company to everyone!!!
We want to bring our crew home. Nikita is such an awesome chef and they both work together very well. 
Can't wait to come back.
Love,love, love

Unforgettable Time!
We had an amazing week with our incredible crew, Gino and Nikita.
Enjoyed great snorkeling: favorites were the Indians and Dog Point.
Meals on the boat were delicious:favorites were shrimp salad, mussels, potato pancakes, lamb chops.
Best boat stops: Saba Rock, Soggy Dollar, Cooper Restaurant and Rum bar.

It was a blast getting to enjoy this week while our crew anticipated our wishes and ensured we had an 
unforgettable time!
Thank you.

Amazing Time
Gino & Nikita
Thank you so much for the most amazing time with you two. The food was great and the two of us really 
enjoyed our time together. We will definitely be telling all our friends about our amazing time so we can 
join you again soon.

Vibrant Energy
Gino and Nikita, thank you so much for a wonderful time together. The food was great and atmosphere 
even better. You guys brought such a vibrant energy that made us feel comfortable and welcome. We 
truly had an amazing experience. The kids enjoyed learning to sail and we thank you for being so patient 
with them. Can’t wait to come back.

A Memorable Time
Gino and Nikita
A sincere thank you for a truly beautiful time on the water. The kids were so excited by the sailing 
experience and enjoyed every moment, they could not stop talking about it! Thank you for making our 
time memorable with the food, service and for being so welcoming. Hope to join you guys soon again!

BEST Crew
You two are the BEST crew we could have asked for!
Cooking was AMAZING and the exploration was incredible. You two felt like part of the family.

Thank you again and happy sailing
Incredible And Amazing
What an amazing way to ring in 2024!
Thank you so much for making this week so - incredible and amazing for all four of us - it is a trip we 
will never forget the food, the sights, the company - all SO good, all enjoyable. Your efforts to make the 
week magical are deeply appreciated.  Being a pirate is hard work :)
Hope the New Year brings wonderful things to you both. I'm not good at goodbyes, so I'll say "until 
next time"

all our thanks and appreciatin and hugs.
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